SURVEY FINDS US EMPLOYEES LACK UNDERSTANDING OF EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

A new survey of employees at businesses around the United States uncovers a lack of understanding of emergency procedures.

The fourth annual 2021 Workplace Safety and Preparedness Survey, conducted by Rave Mobile Safety, finds a third of respondents said they were not aware of or not sure about emergency plans for certain emergency incidents, with most “no/not sure” responses for emergency plans related to active shooter incidents, cyberattacks/system outages and workplace violence.

The survey also found workplaces are not practicing for events like medical emergencies and severe weather. Thirty-seven percent of respondents said that...
Countdown to ISC West: 35 Days

ISC West returns to Las Vegas at the Sands Expo from July 19-21. To celebrate, ISC News Editor-in-Chief DJ Murphy is interviewing organizers, attendees, sponsors and partners in the security space.

PSA Security Network is an important partner in the educational program at ISC West. This year, PSA is back sponsoring a track of sessions on topics specifically tailored for integrators, including leadership, the importance of managed service offerings and accounting for cyber risk. Murphy sat down with PSA’s Anthony Berticelli to talk about trends the group is seeing and the importance of meeting face-to-face again.
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Networking in Harsh Conditions

Sponsored by ComNet

Your security network physical connection is often overlooked and, many times, taken for granted when setting up a comprehensive security system. After all, it’s the cameras, access control, and intrusion devices that are the key elements to any successful system, isn’t it? With all this information passing from device to headend, though, how does it get there every second of every day?

When your security network is confined to a comfortable building with stable heating and cooling, protection from moisture and rough treatment, it’s a lot easier to choose the equipment that keeps all that data moving. But if you are securing an outdoor area, there are many parameters that need to be accommodated...
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Other Trending Industry Articles

- CISA AND LOCAL PARTNERS CONDUCT TABLETOP EXERCISES FOR OLYMPIC TRIAL EVENT IN OREGON
- SIA GIVES THUMBS UP TO U.S. INNOVATION AND COMPETITION ACT
Focusing this quarter’s theme on Protecting Critical Infrastructure, join us for our second quarterly virtual event taking place on Wednesday, June 23. Effective attacks on critical infrastructure can cause a cascading impact to the lives of thousands -- or even millions -- of human beings, potentially disabling and dismantling communities, entire cities and even the entire nation for days, weeks and months on end. During this event, you will hear from leaders in the security industry discussing the latest technologies being introduced into the critical infrastructure sector.

**VIRTUAL EVENT AGENDA**

The event is designed to fit within your schedule, so it will be limited to 4 hours of content, taking place live between 12PM – 4:30PM Eastern Time. All sessions will be made available for on-demand viewing.

**12:00 PM – 12:40 PM ET:**
Keynote Session
*Strategies and Solutions for Cyber-Physical Convergence*
Featuring: Dr. David Mussington, Executive Assistant Director for Infrastructure Security at the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
*Sponsored by: Bosch*

**1:00 PM – 1:40 PM ET:**
Product Training & Case Study Session*
*Making Public Utilities Safe + Smart + Secure*
*Presented by: Dell Technologies*

**2:00 PM – 2:40 PM ET:**
Product Training & Case Study Session*
*How SMART Onboarding Simplifies and Secures Your Organization*
*Presented by: HID Global*

**3:00 PM – 3:40 PM ET:**
Product Training & Case Study Sessions*
*Securing the Network Edge in Unmanned Infrastructure*
Presented by: ASSA ABLOY

4:00 PM – 4:30 PM ET:
Themed Discussion Group Chat
Sponsored by: Cognyte

*Formerly known as Vendor Solution Sessions

Save your seat today for this complimentary half-day event, and if you have any questions, comments or suggestions on how we can help to meet your organization’s needs, please do not hesitate to contact me at the information below. We look forward to seeing you there, virtually.

REGISTER TODAY